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THE VAIUATION OF SOLAR FE XIV AND FE X FLUX OVER IS SOLAR ACTIVITY CYCLES

Richard C. Alftrock

Geophysics Laboratory (AFSC)
National Solar Observatory/Sacramento Peak
National Optical Astronomy Observatoriest

Sunspot. NM 88349
SPAN: NOAO::RALTROCK

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new source of data on the solar output, namely 'limb flux" from the one- and two-million
degree corona. This parameter is derived from data obtained at the National Solar Observatory at Sacramento Peak with
the 40 cm coronagraph of the John W. Evans Solar Facility and the Emission Line Coronal Photometer. The limb flux is
defined to be the latitude-averaged intensity in millionths of the buighmess of disk center from an annulus of width 1.1'
centered at a height of 0.15 R. above the limb of emission from lines at 6374A (Fe X) or 5303A (Fe XIV). Fe XIV data
have been obtained since 1973 and Fe X since 1984. Examination of the Fe XIV data shows that there is ambiguity in
ba definition of the last two solar activity minima, which can affect the determination of cycle rise times and lengths.

There is an indication that a constant minimum or basal corona may exist at solar minimum. Cycle 22 has had a much
faster onset than Cycle 21 and has now overtaken Cycle 21. The rise characteristics of the two cycles were very similar
up until Jul-Aug 1989, at which time a long-term maximum occurred in Fe X and Fe XIV, which could possibly be the
"solar maximum'. Another maximum is developing at the current time. Cycle 21 was characterized in Fe XIV by at
least 4 major thrusts or bursts of activity, each lasting on the order of a year and all having similar maximum limb fluxes,
which indicates that coronal energy output is sustained over periods in which the sunspot number declines significantly.
Dramatic increases in the limb fluxes occur from minimum to maximum, ranging from factors of 14 to 21 in the two
lines. Two different techniques to predict the epoch of solar maximum have been applied to the Fe XIV data, resulting
in estimates of Apr 1989 (± I mo) and May 1990 (± 2 mo).

INTRODUCTION Observations are made at the National Solar

Observatory site at Sacramento Peak with the Fisher-

There is currently a great deal of interest in Smartt Emission Line Coronal Photometer (ELC2 )
evaluating various ground-based observations of the (Smartt,. 1982). This instrument photoelecuically
Sun that may be of use as inputs to models of the ,records the solar corona when fed with the John W.
Earth's atmosphere. Until such time as full-spectrum Evans Solar Facility 40cm Coronagraph. It operates at
solar observations are available from space, these high precision due to its ability to subtract the sky back-
ground-based observations will be the main source of ground from the signal in emission lines through use of
information on how the solar output affects the atmo- a lockin amplifier oscillating at a rate of 100 kHz
siphere This paper presents a new source of data on the between the continuum and the lines at 63741 (Fe X)
solar output, namely parameters related to flux from the and 5303A (Fe XIV), which are formed at approximate
one- and two-million degree solar corona. I wi.l Present temperatures of I and 2 MK, respectively. Reproduci-
information on the observations and their calibration, bility of successive scans is frequently to less than I
their behavior throughout the solar cycle, comparison millionth of the brightness of the solar disk at the given
with other similar observations and how such observa- wavelength. Scans are routinely made in skies as bright
tions may be used to predict the epoch of solar-activity as 200-400 millionths. A 1.1' aperture is scanned
maximum. around the limb daily at 1.5 Ri (data at other heights

and in Ca XV 5694A will not be discussed in this
OBSERVATIONS paper). The output of the ELCP is sensed by a pho-

tomultiplier, digitized and recorded every 3* of latitude.
t Opawd by the Associatio of Universities for Research in Astronomy. Inc., (AURA) under moperative
*peemw with the National Science Foundation (NSF). The Na•ona Solr Obsemv" is prt
myPored by die USAF under a Memorandum of Understanding with the NSP.
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Scans in Fe XIV have been made since 1973, and in Fe
X since 1984 (scans of Fe X were made in 1983 but
bave not yet been examined in detail). " "

Absolute intensities in millionths of the brightness"'. •0
of the center of the disk at 6374A and 5303A are *

obtained by calibrating the system through a neutral
density filter. Scans in latitude at 1.15 R0 may be * .t'•, "
adefined to coronal "limb flux", F, by averaging over *,. *:
the entire 360 degrees of position angle. The limbflux
is therefore the latitude-averaged intensity in millionths .

of die brightness of disk center from an annulus of width "
1.1' centered at a height of 0.15 R* above the limb. I % .

will denote the Fe XIV limb flux by FS and that for
Fe X by F6. Such fluxes are of considerable interest
because they are related to true IMK and 2MK coronal S.P. NUMBER
Auxes. SUA4SI'OT IUI,

This study is proceeding in parallel with a similar
study by Yasukawa, Sime, Fisher and myself, which is Fig. I. Circles and lines: Values of Fe XIV "limb flux"
using pseudo-full-disk fluxes from the same data. (F5) (See text for definition) plotted vs. and linearly-

fitted to values of the sunspot number R for 1975 to
CALIBRATIONS 1982. Squares: linear fit of F5 vs. R for 1983-1986 (the

square in parentheses is extrapolated beyond the range

In Jan 1983 the original birefringent 5303A filter of R for that period).

was replaced by 3 independent mica etalon filters. At mostly from the month of Aug 1976 (location 2). Note
this time the calibration procedures were re-evaluated, the near-minimum that occurred in Mar 1976 (location
and a new calibration jrocedure was adopted. As a 1) (15 = 1.0 vs. 0.8 in Aug 1976). This may be con-
result, the earlier 5303A calibrations were called into sidered an alternative minimum for F5.
question. In order to investigate this uncertainty, a sta-
tistical study of the relationship between 27-day aver- .976 to 1977, INTERVAL LENGTH - 27 DAYS; S3030
ages of the sunspot number, R. and the coronal limb flux R.C. ALTROCK, SAC EAK CORONA AT I. IS R.
F5 was done. Values of R were obtained from the 9

NOAA National Geophysical Data Center CD-ROM g

NGDCOI. A least-squares fit was calculated between
F5 and R for (1) 1975-1982 and (ii) 1983-1986 (R has
not been obtained yet for 1987-1989). Figure I shows • S
the fit. FR = f(R), for (i) .The fit for (ii) is similar, and % s
ihe squares in Figure 1 show FR(u'). A statistical
conrection value, c(R), may be calculated for FR(i) such - q
thiat the corrected values for (iQ. FR(IO, are given by 3
FR10) = c(R)FR(i). An integral average value of c(R), 2

c'. may be calculated for the observed range, O<R<200,
from the least-square fits to (i) and (ii) by assuming that I
FR°O) = c(R)FR(i) = FR(ii). The result is c' = 0.995, a 2 . .1
thus indicating that no correction is required for the ear- INTERVALS FROM I JAN OF FIRST YEAR

liea results (in fact, a second correction factor of 0.74
needs to be applied to all of the data. but the figures do Fig. 2. 27-day-averaged Fe XIV "limb flux" (75) (See
not reflect this correction). text for definition) for 1976 aad 1977.

SOLAR MINIMA IN FE XIV Figure 3 is the same as Figure 2, but for 1986 and
1087. Thn oTflcal mý-,imum of R was Sep 1986. The

Figure 2 shows 27-day-averaged values of FS for coronal minimum occurs in Aug 1986 0ocation 3) or
1976 and 1977. The "official" solar-cycle minimum of Sep 1986. Note the secondary minimum in Jan 1987
R was Jun 1976. The F5 minimum occurred for data (location 4) (175 = 1.4 vs. 13 earlier). Comparing Fig-

ures 2 and 3 shows that the 1986 minimum had only
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slightly higher F5 than the 1976 minimum, perhaps o 973 to 19So0 INTERVAL L(6TN • I OAYS, 5303R
indicating the presence of a constant minimum or A.C. ALTROCX, SAC PEA CORONA AT I. IS Re
"basar corona. The resurgence of activity between 36
Aug 1986 and Jan 1987 is due to a combination of one 32
old-cycle region near the equator and one new-cycle 26
regio near 30* latitude. Soon after minimum the Cycle
22 flux began to increase rapidly over that of Cycle 21. -2

1986 to 1987; INTERVAL LENGTH s 27 OATS; S303A 20

R. C. ALTROCK; SAC PEAK CORONA AT 1.IS Re ob
9

12
S8

7

'S $3 7S 77 79 81 83 6s 87 g9 9I

3 Fig. 4. Daily values of F5 from 1973 to 3 Apr 1990.
Note the expansion of the ordinate scale by a factor of 4

2 over that of the two-year plots.

I
O0 3 6 9 12 is 38 21 2?4 27 ,973 to 19901 INTERVAL LEUTH - 27 DATS, S303A

INTERVALS FROM I JAN OF FIRST TEAR 40

R. C. ALTROCKs SAC PEAl CORONA AT I.3I Re
Fig. 3. 27-day-averaged F5 for 1986 and 1987.

32

28

THE SOLAR CYCLE VARIATION OF FE X 214
AND FE XIV FLUX ,,g20•

Figure 4 shows daily values ofF5 from 1973 to 3 16

Apr 1990. Note the expansion of the ordinate scale by a 32
factor of 4 over that of Figures 2 and 3. This figure
shows the rotational modulation as well as solar-cycle
variation. Some of the variation is no doubt due also to
noise from observational errors. However, it is clear 073 7S 77 7 13 I3 s 6 7 69
that Cycle 22 has already overtaken Cycle 21. TEAR

Figure 5 is the same as Figure 4, but with 27-
day-averaged FS. The dashed line shows the onset of Fig. 5. 27-day-averaged F5 from 1973 to 3 Apr 1990.
Cycle 22 overlaid on the onset of Cycle 21 solely to See text for details. Zero values denote no data.
show the similarity of the rise characteristics of the two
cycles. The 27-day-averaged F5 has also surpassed the in Jul and Aug 1989 and then slowly declined until Mar
maximum of Cycle 21. Note the rather flat-topped 1990. Figure 6 shows that the solar minimum and onset
nature of the F5 distribution relative to R during Cycle phases in Fe X have been similar to Fe XIV, with F6
21 and the multiple surges of activity lasting on the showing an even more rapid onset than FS. A spike of
order of I year. The numbers below the curve indicate activity in P6 occurred also in early 1989 (Jan to Feb)
the respective minima as defined in Figures 2 and 3. and the 27-day-averaged F6 reached a maximum
The superimposed curves I and 2 are discussed below. slightly earlier than Fe XIV, in Jun 1989. After that

Figun, 4 and 5 show that therm was a large spike major maximum, 16 has also been slowly declining.
in Fc iIV flux in Jan 1989, reachsng a largy vaiue Figure 7 show,.,s that since mid.Mar 1990 05 has b,.en
iincreasing and has reached levels similar to those in last
higher than at any other time in Cycles 21 and 22. Jul and Aug. The value of 27-day-averaged FS (19.6 as
Since that time, Figure 5 shows that the flux levels of 4/19M90) is still below the 1989 maximum value of
slowly rose to 2O to 30% higher than those of "'ycle 21 21.1. A resurgence to mid-1989 levels has also been
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to 973 1* 1990# INTERVAL LENGTH • 27 ORDSA 6374 appears to be leading Cycle 21 by approximately 9
91 R. C. ALIROCK. SAC PERK CORONA AT I.IS to months. If the 'official* minima (Jun 1976 and Sep

1986) were aligned, the lead time would be 12 monls.
s Since the rise time (minimum to maximum) for Cycle
7 21 was 42 months, and if the above lead times are inter-

preted as evidence ior an earlier maximum, then this
6, s implies that die Cycle 22 rise time should be 42 months
' sminus the lead time, which is 33 months from Aug 1986

,Z or 30 months from Sep 1986. This results in estimates
for the maximum of Cycle 22 of May 1989 and Mar

3 1989.
2 Curve 1 shows the situation when minimum 4

(Jan 1987)00 is aligned with minimum 2. This aligns
the "double minima" in 1976 and 1986-1987 referred to

75 77 79 st 83 65 87 89 91 above and demonstrates how closely the two solar
YEAR minimum epochs follow each other in this case. IF this

5-month shift were allowed, THEN Cycle 22 is leading
Fig. 6. 27-day-averaged Fe X limb flux (M6) from 1984 Cycle 21 by 14 months. If the error were in 1976, then
to 3 Apr 1990. Zero values denote no data. Note the the Cycle 21 rise time would be increased to 45 months
factor of 4 difference in the ordinate scales of figures 5 (Mar 1976 to Dec 1979), and the estimated Cycle 22
and 6. rise time would be 31 months from Aug 1986, for a

solar maximum in Mar 1989. If the error were in
recently seen in F6. The 27-day value has reached 4.3, 1986-87, then the current rise time would be 28 months
vs. 5.6 in 1989. from Jan 1987, for a solar maximum in May 1989.

1989 to 1990; INTERVAL LENGTH a I 0RYS; S303A We thus obtain estimates for Cycle 22 maximum
R. CSof between Mar and May of 1989. However, we must

36 R. C. LTROCK, SAC PEAK cORONA AT 1.25 Re also recognize that these calculations are based on the

32, (necessarily-unproven) assumption that any lead of
Cycle 22 over Cycle 21 may simply be subtracted from

2 fthe Cycle 21 rise time. Note that a major maximum for

S24 Cycle 22 occurred in Jul-Aug of 1989.
_J

_0 20Method 2: Cycle 22 Shape Will Be Similar to Cycle

21 Shape
12 The dashed line shows how similar Cycles 22 and
a 21 have been in the shape of their early rise phases. If

this is taken as evidence that this similarity will con-
tinue (which now appears to be less hlky), then we

00 6s 131 39 ;2 327 393 '58 could hypothesize that the Cycle 21 rie time (42
INIERVALS FROMI I JAN OF FIRST YEAR months) will apply to Cycle 22, and that maximum will

Fig.7. Daily values of F5 from 1989to3Apr 1990. occur 42 months from Aug 1986 or Jan 1987 (see
above); ie., between Feb and Jul 1990. If, as sug-
gested above, there was an error in the time of solar

CALCULATION OF THE EPOCH minimum in 1976 of 3 months, then the Cycle 21 rise
OF SOLAR MAXIMUM time was 45 months, and Cycle 22 maximum would

occur in Jun 1990. Note the possible resurgence in

Method 1: Cycle 22 Lead Time Implies an Early 1976 (F5 = 0.9).
Maximum **Actually a combination of two points containing data

Curve 2 of Figure 5 shows the onset of Cycle 22 m-,oly fiora Dec 1996 to JM 19"7:(F5 = 1.6) and Jan to
compared with Cycle 21 when minimum 3 (Aug 1986) Feb 1987 (F5 = 1.5). These values are slightly different
is lined up with minimumi 2 (Aug 1976). if curve 2 from those quoted earlier due to different starting dates
and the onset of Cycle 21 are compared, Cycle 22 for the 27-day intervas.

*Acdualy a combintion of two pohm containin daa
mstly fromJul to Aug 1916 (F5 -02 md Aug to Sep. 290



actvity began in Mar 1990 (see Figure 7). Of
coum, i solar maximum was about to occur, we would
aot DccUsilY know it for 6.5 months afterwards since
the Cycle 21 rise time, on which these calculations are V. ea 06- (A' •6..0

based. is calculated from weighted 13-month running ;. t

These two methods lead to widely disparate esti- - -..............
maies for the Lime of solar maximum. Method I (Mar -

to May 1989) depends on Cycle 22 having his oricaily- |
low vas of the rise time of hom 28-33 months. Since . ' -A
mo ;.bes below 35 months have ever been observed,
perhaps this estimate should be rejected out of hand. In ' - 4.

additiao. an early maximum would necessarily accept a A
value of maximum flux not much greater than that ofJ
Cycle21, whereas other methods indicate historically- ---- ,- --

high values of all other parametem If. in fact, solar
maximum did occur in Aug 1989, the above information
indicates a rise time of between 31 and 36 months, Fig. 8. Solar Cycle 21 as observed in several full-disk
which would indeed be near an all-dime record low! parameters (Lean, 1987).

Method 2 (Mar to Jul 1990) is more in step with 9 to 1983; INTERVA. LENGTH - 27 DAYS; 5303A

other estimates (cf. NASA Working Group report), does 90
not violate historical rise-time limits and allows for con- 36 . C. ALTROCK; SAC PEAK CORONA AT 1.15 Re

siderable increase from the current value of the flux. It
now appears that another maximum will occur in the 32

coming mnaths. We must await the decision of Sol to 28

see if it will be a primary or secondary maximum.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER OBSERVATIONS 20

Previous investigators such as Genti5i de t2

Giuseppe a al. (1966) and !Vkora (1980) found that in
Cycles 18 & 19 the Fe XIV flux was double-peaked, e

with one peak occurring near the maximum of R and the 4

second 2-3 years later. However, the results for Cycles 0
2m and 21 [!kora (1980), and Rusin et al. (1988)] show 0 3 6 9 12 IS 10 21 2" 27

INTERVALS FROPI 1 JAN OF FIRST EARR

a mukipeaked variation with surges of activity every

2-3 yeam mad some of te data do not show any clear
single maximum, similar to u 5 Fig. 9. 27-day-averaged F5 for 1982 and 1983.
show a much more continuous level of activity thandeso i Almost all of the data sets show a sharp rise to a plateau

beginning in Jan 1984, and FS also shows a 36%
Flc krease in the 27-day-average values during during the

steep drop in early 1983 in some of the full-disk param- frt half of 1984 (Figurt i.Tere e is also a hint of the

eters (most noticeably their Ca K emission index n double maximum seen in m isy of the parameters, with

and other Ca K parameters), followed by a sharp 15 27-day-average values maximizing in Mar and May

recovery or spike in late spring (cf. Figure S, from Lean of thatyear. Thelarge splke i5seen in Man 1989is

(1987)). I confirm in our F5 (Figure 9) the steep drop matheat byea simiar peaik in te Ca KE that rises for

near the beginning of 1983, which marks the end of the thedfbys a sim ilar pakin levEl thatior

highBuxs tat ccureddurng he poc ofsolr mx- th first time to *solar maximumm levels. In addition,
highmflu e isha ocurrediduring the epochof solartmax- the largest spike of Cycle 22 i seen in the GOES soft
imw. "hereis no indication in the coronal dataof sus- X-ray data at that time, apmnernsimilar tothat of the Fe

tained recovery from that low level in 1983 but only a X-V data. However, the similtg sharp dip in5

brief bD sth Xactivity in y of that year (Figure S not matched by any other psameter and may be due to
similar to t1e X-Ray spike seen in the NOAA gner instrumental problems occuring at that time in the Fe
data jrewmzed by Fleck and Keil (cf. Wagner, 1988). XIV filter. The overall rise from solar minimum in
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Fig. 10. Daily values of F5 for 1982 and 1983.

1983 to I98M; INTERVAL LENGTH * 27 DAYS; 5303A

R. C. ALTROCK; SAC PEAK CORONA AT 1. IS Ro
9
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0 3 6 9 ,12 ,'S ,8 21 2 27
INTERVALS FROM I JAN OF FIRST YEAR

IFig. 11. 27-day-averaged 15 for 1983 and 1984.

1976 to solar maximum in late 1979 is 2184% in the
27-day-average values of 15. compared to an average
rise of 19% in the Ca K El. So for in Cycle 22, the
increase from 1986 to 1989 in F5 has been 1564%, and
in F6, 1371%.
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